
Combining Six High Power 
FM Broadcast Stations into 

one Master antenna
Ed Allen, CPBE, DRB

WA4ISB



American Tower, Riverview 1
1,593’ AGL,  1,668’ AMSL

6 FM Stations
88.5 WMTX
93.3 WFLZ
94.9 WWRM
100.7 WMTX
101.5 WPOI
103.5 WFUS

5 Full power TV Stations
WTSP Virtual channel 10, RF channel 10
WCLF Virtual channel 22, RF channel 21
WMOR Virtual channel 32, RF channel 18
WFTT Virtual channel 62, RF channel 25
WXPX Virtual channel 66, RF channel 29

5 Low Power TV stations
WBKH Virtual channel 17, RF channel 27
WSVT Virtual channel 18, RF channel 23 (Not on air)
WTAM Virtual channel 30, RF channel 35
WSPF Virtual channel 35, RF channel 36
WTBT Virtual channel 45, RF channel 45

2 Ham Radio Repeaters 
NI4CE Analog FM 442.550MHz
NI4CE NXDN Digital 444.4250MHz









Lets talk a little about 
phasing



Two signals “in-phase” combine or add together

=



Two signals 180 degrees out of phase cancel

= No Signal 



Lets look at a typical set of 
two combiner modules



First FM input
½ signal goes straight through filter 

No Delay

1/2 signal delayed 90º
by hybrid, then through filter

Load

Red signal arrives at output of 
filter then is delayed 90º by 
hybrid

The Blue signal arrives at 
output of filter already 
delayed 90º. The red and 
blue signals now combine in 
phase

Any combined signal arriving 
here will be 180º out of 
phase and cancel

The signal from the previous 
combiner is split by the 3db 
hybrid. ½ the signal going 
directly to the output of the 
filter (purple) ½ is delayed 
90º to the second filter 
section. Both signals are 
rejected by the filter and are 
recombined in phase at the 
output of the hybrid (top). 
Any signal appearing at the 
bottom of the hybrid is 180º
out of phase and cancel.

Second FM input here



As many set of combiners modules can be added as needed for the 
number of stations to be combined.



Limited only by the power 
handling capacity of the 
output transmission line.

(8 3/16” 75-ohm EHT line = 
397kw)



Combiner Input

Input and
Directional
CouplerReject

Load

90º 3db input hybrid

90 º 3db output hybrid



Inside the filter
Input and output coupler with

Tuning resonator
Inline filter with Tuning Resonator 

and aperture to next cavity



Typical filter bandpass and VSWR



The combiner
output then goes
to a patch bay 



Then to a 3db
splitter that
sends half of the
power to each of
the top and
bottom 4-bays of
the antenna



It is critical that the
two transmission
lines be of exactly
the same length.
Here Dean Sargent measures 
the length of the two lines 
using a Vector Network 
Analyzer



Line length
Equalization 
Loops



Then up to 
the antenna

Dielectric
8-bay

FM-Vee
Antenna



Then up to 
the antenna



An Intermodulation (IM) study had to be 
made to make sure all FCC Spurious 
emission requirements were met.
It was calculated that 176 frequencies had to be
measured.



The fundamental frequencies were notched out using tunable filters and the 
resultant signal was read on a Spectrum Analyzer.
FCC Rules require all Spurious Emissions be <-80dbc. No emissions were found
exceeding this level.





















Questions?
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